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This  is  an  example  of  a  well- 

dressed umpire. 

THE LOS GATOS LITTLE LEAGUE UMPIRE 
Thank you for answering the call and stepping up to be an umpire for Los Gatos Little League. 
Without you, there could be no games.  You are the thin blue line that protects the grand old 
game from anarchy. 

 
Baseball is a game, and it should be fun for everyone, including umpires.  The umpires are the 
“third team” on the field. Work hard, work together and enjoy the game. 

 
ROLE OF THE ADULT UMPIRE 

As an adult umpire, not only are you officiating over the game, you are serving as a positive role 
model for our youth.   By working hard, showing confidence and being fair-minded, you 
demonstrate responsible leadership and teach our youth to respect authority. 

 
As an adult umpire, you get to be a kid again.  You are the only adult that gets to wear a uniform 
and be a full participant in the game. Work hard and have fun. 

 
ROLE OF THE YOUTH UMPIRE 

As a youth umpire, you get to experience the satisfaction of leadership.  You will be placed in a 
position of authority over adults.  To be a good leader, you have to earn that respect.  By working 
hard, showing confidence and being fair-minded, you will earn that respect. 

 
THE UNIFORM 

A well-dressed umpire projects the confidence and 
respect that helps  make  a  game  go  smoothly. 
Umpires are the “third team” on the field, and when 
you dress alike, you look like a team.  The Los Gatos 
Little League uniform is designed to have you dress 
well and dress alike. 

 
The Majors Uniform 

 

Item Notes 

Los Gatos Little League 
Umpire Cap 

Provided by Los Gatos 
Little League 

Los Gatos Little League 
Dark Blue Shirt 

Provided by Los Gatos 
Little League. Volunteer 
umpires may keep after 
five games. Otherwise, 
must be returned in good 
condition or bought. 

Undershirt May be red or dark blue. 
Try to match your 
partner. 

Grey Slacks You provide. Dickies 
work. Umpire slacks with 
room for shin guards are 
better. 

Black Belt You provide. Must be 
strong enough to support 
ball bag. 

Black Socks You provide. 

Black Shoes You provide. Keep them 
clean. 
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The requirements for the Minors uniform are less stringent than those of the Majors uniform. This 
is because the level of play is less intense in Minors. It is also meant to ease the burden on new 
umpires. 

 
The Minors Uniform 

Item Notes 

Los Gatos Little League Provided by Los Gatos Little League 
Umpire Cap 

Los Gatos Little League Provided by Los Gatos Little League. Volunteer umpires may keep 
Dark Blue Shirt after five games. Otherwise, must be returned in good condition or 

bought. 

Undershirt May be red or dark blue. Try to match your partner. 

Pants You provide. Dark, single color slacks or jeans are acceptable. No 
shorts allowed. 

Dark Belt You provide. Must be strong enough to support ball bag. 

Dark Socks You provide. 

Dark Shoes You provide. 

 
UMPIRE EQUIPMENT 

Most of the equipment is provided by Los Gatos Little League.  This includes the face mask with 
throat guard, chest protector and shin guards.   Other items you may have to provide.  These 
items are listed below. 

 
Item Notes 

Indicator If you volunteer, Los Gatos Little League will provide them. 

Plate Brush If you volunteer, Los Gatos Little League will provide them. 

Ball Bag If you volunteer, Los Gatos Little League will provide them. 

Cup and Supporter Required for work behind the plate. Even if you are not scheduled 
on the plate, bring one just in case. You are on your own for this 
one. 

 

If you lose your indicator, plate brush or ball bag, replacements will be available for purchase at 
the snack shacks. 
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PRE-GAME ACTIVITIES 
Get to the field early enough so that you are dressed and ready to meet you partner twenty (20) 
minutes prior to the start of the game. The meeting place is in front of the snack shack. 

 
Pre-Game Conference 

Your first order of business is to have a pre-game conference with your partner.  This conference 
should be run by the plate umpire.  This is just a quick reminder of duties and signals for each 
umpire. Even veteran umpires have a pre-game conference before every single game. 

 

Item Notes 

Fair/Foul Coverage Generally, we leave all fair/foul decisions to the plate umpire. 
Catch/No Catch Generally, we leave all catch/no catch decisions to the plate umpire 

Touches Generally, the plate umpire is responsible for touches as 3
rd 

and 

home. The base umpire is responsible for touches as 1
st 

and 2
nd

. 

Tag Ups 

Batted Ball Hits Batter Discuss what plate umpire prefers. 

Foul Hits Overhead 

Screen 
Discuss how much help plate umpire wants with fouls that hit the 
overhead screen 

Check Swing The base umpire does not do or say anything unless the plate 
umpire asks for help. 

Signal for Possible 
Infield Fly 

Signal for Possible 1
st

 

to 3
rd 

Help 

Touch the front of the hat. Wipe your sleeve if the possibility is 
removed. 

Point to 3
rd 

with both hands. 

Signal for Staying Home Point to home. 

Help Signal If you believe you had a better look at a play, what signal will you 
use to discretely tell your partner? 

 

Take the Field 
Take the field with your partner at about fifteen (15) minutes prior to the start of the game.  Check 
the field to ensure it is fit for play.  If neither side has taken infield practice, tell each team it will 
get five (5) minutes of infield practice.  The home team takes infield practice first.  Watch for the 
following: 

 
  Any player standing near a coach with a bat must have a catcher’s helmet on. 
  Only players may catch a pitcher warming up. If the catcher is in a squat, he must have a 

catcher’s helmet on. 
 

Equipment Check 

Have each team leave its gear arranged neatly in front of its dugout for you and your partner to 
inspect. 

 
Item Notes 

Bats 2 ¼" diameter and not longer that 33". Must have BPF 1.15 stamp. 
No major dents. No cracks. 

Helmets No cracks. Padding intact. No paint or stickers. 

Catcher’s Helmets No cracks. Padding intact. No paint or stickers. Must have 
dangling throat protector attached loose to bottom of mask. 

Chest Protectors Must be large style with crotch protection. 

Shin Guards 
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If you find defective equipment, it must be removed from the game. Here is what you do: 
 

  Have a coach designate a person in the stands to hold the defective equipment. 
  Explain that if this equipment finds its way back onto the field, it is cause for ejection for 

the player using the equipment and the coach. 
  Have the coach take the equipment to that designated person in the stands. 

 
Do not go into bags looking for equipment.  If you suspect equipment in a bag, have a player or 
coach retrieve it for you. 

 
Plate Meeting 

At five (5) minutes prior to the start of the game, summon both managers to home plate for the 
plate meeting.   The plate umpire will stand behind the plate and run the meeting.   The base 
umpire will stand in front of the plate.   Each manager will stand in a batter’s box.   The plate 
umpire begins by taking the lineup from the home team.  Remember the acronym LEGS as you 
go through your plate talk. 

 
Item Notes 

Lineups Take the home team lineup first. Check all players have unique 
numbers and names. As a courtesy, ask about and note ineligible 
pitchers. 

Equipment Ask each manager the question, “Are all your players properly 
equipped?” The only answer you may accept is, “Yes.” 

Ground Rules Go over the ground rules. 

Sportsmanship Remind the managers that this is Little League. We are not only 
playing a baseball game, but we are developing our youth. All of us 
should conduct ourselves accordingly. 

 

Wish both teams luck. Then, tell the home team to take the field. 
 

POST-GAME ACTIVITIES 
 

Get Off the Field 
The game is not over until you walk off the field, so get off the field. Right after the last play, meet 
your partner at the pitcher’s mound.   Then walk directly off the field out the gate nearest the 
winning team.  Do not hang out to shake hands with the players.  After you are off the field, then 
you may shake hands or visit all you want. 

 
Return Equipment 
If you used Los Gatos Little League equipment, spray it with Lysol and put it back neatly in the 
umpire shed for the next umpire to use. 

 
Post-Game Conference 

Talk with your partner about the game.  Talk about what you did right and what you did wrong. 
Ask your partner what you did right and what you did wrong.  By reviewing the game while it is 
fresh in your mind, you will learn to be a better umpire. This is something that veteran umpires do 
every single game. 
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FIELD RESPONSIBILITIES 
Below is a brief summary of the field responsibilities of umpires in a two-man crew. 

 

Order of Responsibilities 
1.   Fair/Foul 
2.   Catch/No Catch 
3.   Safe/Out 
4.   Touches and Tag Ups 

Division of Responsibilities 

Plate Umpire: All Fair/Foul, All Catch/No Catch, Touches at 3
rd 

and Home 

Base Umpire: All Bases Unless Plate Umpire Helps on 1
st 

to 3
rd 

transition 

 
Rules of Thumb 

  Base umpires, remember inside out.  Balls in the infield stay out.  Balls 
in the outfield, move in. 

  Let the runner turn you on the pivot.  Let the ball turn you in all other 
circumstances. 

Base Umpire Starting Position 

A Position:  For no runners on.  10-12 feet behind 1
st 

baseman or 1
st 

base, whichever is farther, 
just in foul territory. 
B Position: For runner on 1

st
. Comfortably behind and off 2

nd 
baseman’s shoulder. 

C Position: All other runner situations. Comfortably behind and off shortstop's shoulder. 

 
No Runners On – Ground Ball In Infield 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2.   Come up 1
st 

base line, 
not more than 30-feet. 

3.   Watch for running lane 
violations, obstruction, 
ball out of play. Make 
the call. 

4.   Watch for pulled foot or 
swipe tag. Be ready to 
help partner if base 
umpire asks. 

Base Umpire 
1.   Start in A position, 
2.   Swing into fair territory. 

Line from umpire to 1
st

 

base should be roughly 

90
0 

to line from ball to 

1
st 

base. 
3.   Watch base for pulled 

foot and touch. Listen 
for catch. Then, look 
for control on catch 
and make the call. 

No Runners On – Ball to Outfield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 
2.   If ball is close to line, 

straddle line to make 
fair/foul call. 

3.   If fly ball, establish 
angle to make catch/no 
catch call. 

Base Umpire 

1.   Start in A position. 
2.   Read ball. Bust into 

infield. Let runner turn 
you as you pivot and 

note touch at 1
st
. 

3.   Find ball, then be 
prepared to take 
runner to 2

nd
. 
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1st to 3rd Transition – Ball to Outfield 
Runner on 1

st
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

B 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2.   Come up 3
rd 

base line in 
foul territory. 

3.   Announce, “I’ve got 3
rd 

if 
he comes.” 

4.   If R1 commits to third, 
announce, “I’ve got 3

rd
. 

I’ve got 3
rd
.” Come into 

fair territory and square 
to 3

rd 
to read play. Let 

ball turn your head. 
5.   If play continues to 

home, return to home in 
fair territory. 

Base Umpire 

1.   Runner on 1
st
, start in 

B position. 
2.   Bust into infield, 

between 2
nd 

and 
mound. On the way, 

see R1 touch at 2
nd

. 
3.   Pivot and see BR 

touch at 1
st
. 

4.   Be ready to cover 3
rd 

if 
partner does not cover 
it. Keep chest to ball 
and let it turn you to 
the play. 

Runners on 1
st 

and 3
rd

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C 

Plate Umpire 

1. Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2. Come up 3
rd 

base line 
in foul territory. 

3. Glance over shoulder to 
get R3 touch at home. 

4. Announce, “I’ve got 3
rd

 

if he comes.” 
5. If R1 commits to third, 

announce, “I’ve got 3
rd

. 
I’ve got 3

rd
.” Come into 

fair territory and square 
to 3

rd 
to read play. Let 

ball turn your head. 
6. If play continues to 

home, return to home in 
fair territory. 

Base Umpire 

1.   Runners on 1
st 

and 3
rd

, 
start in C position. 

2.   Bust into infield, 
between 2

nd 
and 

mound. On the way, 
see R1 touch at 2

nd
. 

3.   Pivot and see BR touch 
at 1

st
. 

4.   Be ready to cover 3
rd 

if 
partner does not cover 
it. Keep chest to ball 
and let it turn you to the 
play. 

Runner on 2nd – Ball to Outfield 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
C 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2.   Check touches at 3
rd

. 
3.   Stay near home. Move 

to develop angle on 
throw and play at 
home. 

4.   If there are 2 outs, you 
may have a timing play. 
Line up touch at home 
and tag on bases so 
you can see if run 
scores before 3

rd 
out is 

made. 

Base Umpire 
1.   Start in C position. 
2.   Bust into infield, 

between 2
nd 

and 
mound. If R1 going to 
2

nd, 
on the way, see R1 

touch at 2
nd

. 
3.   Pivot and see BR touch 

1
st
. 

4.   Be ready. You are 
responsible for all plays 
at all bases. Keep 
chest to ball and let it 
turn you to the play. 
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Routine Double Plays 
Runner on 1

st
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

B 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2.   If R1 is safe at 2
nd

, and 
especially if this causes 
an overthrow, you now 
have a possible 1

st 
to 

3
rd 

transition. 

Base Umpire 

1.   Runner on 1
st
, start in B 

position. 
2.   Take a couple of steps 

away from 2
nd

. 
Sacrifice distance to 2

nd
 

to develop angle at 2
nd

 

and close distance to 

1
st
. 

3.   Pause. See play at 
second over shoulder. 

4.   Make call as you take a 
couple more steps to 
develop angle to 1

st
. 

5.   Set and make call at 1
st
. 

Runner on 1
st 

and 2
nd

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
C 

Plate Umpire 

1.   Clear catcher on 3
rd

 

base side. 

2.   Check touches at 3
rd

. 
3.   Stay near home. Move 

to develop angle on 
throw and play at 
home. 

Base Umpire 

1.   Start in C position 
2.   Take a few steps away 

from 2
nd

. Sacrifice 
distance to 2

nd 
to 

develop angle at 2
nd

. 
3.   Pause. See play at 

second. Make call as 
you take a couple more 
steps to develop angle 
to 1

st
. Don’t step 

towards first. Step 
towards 30' line. 

4.   Set and make call at 1
st
. 
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RULE REVIEW 
The best way to get to know the rules of baseball is to read the rulebook.  The first time you try, 
just read the book from front to back. Then, pick up the rulebook from time to time to refresh your 
memory. If you had a game with an interesting play, look up and read that rule after the game. If 
you are watching a game on television and see an interesting ruling, grab your rulebook and look 
up that rule. 

 
This section is not meant to tell you everything about the rules.  This section is meant to help you 
with some of the thornier rules situations.  Sometimes a play can be tricky because more than 
one rule applies.  Sometimes a play is tough just because you do not see it all that often. 
Sometimes baseball myths get in the way. This section is for those times. 

 
9.00 – The Umpire 

Rule 9 covers the umpire. The main things to come away with in this section are: 
  Do not deal with unruly fans.  Send both teams to their dugouts and suspend play until 

the unruly fan is stopped by a league official. Rule 9.01(f). 
  The umpire crew is a team.   No umpire ever badmouths another umpire.   No umpire 

overrules another umpire.  No umpire offers help to another umpire unless asked.  Rule 
9.02(c). 

  Never get in a position where two umpires make a call on the same play.  That is why a 
pre-game conference is so important.  Divide responsibilities so this does not happen.  If 
it does happen, the plate umpire will conference all the umpires, decide who had the best 
look, and have that umpire announce the call. Rule 9.04(c). 

 
1.00 – Objectives of the Game 

Rule 1 covers the basic objectives of the game. It also covers equipment. Things to remember in 
this section are: 

  Each team only gets one manager and two coaches. Rule 1.01. 
  The catcher’s box is a big triangle.  Rule 1.04.  It is almost impossible for the catcher to 

setup outside the catcher’s box. 
  No on-deck batters are allowed, but the first batter in each half inning may get loose in 

front of his dugout during the pitcher’s warm up. Rule 1.08. 
  Rule 1.10 covers the bat.  Batting donuts are not allowed. 
  No jewelry. Rule 1.11(j). 
  No casts on the field.   That includes managers, coaches, players and umpires.   Rule 

1.11(k). 
  Rule 1.16 covers the helmet. 
  Rule 1.17 covers catcher’s gear. 

 
2.00 – Definition of Terms 

Rule 2 covers definitions.  Often times, if you cannot find a rule anywhere else, it just might be 
hidden in this section. 

  CATCH – Control of the ball and voluntary release. 

  FAIR BALL – Settles in fair territory.  Touches fair territory and passes 1
st  

or 3
rd  

in fair 
territory. Touched in fair territory. 

  FOUL BALL – First touches foul territory beyond 1
st 

or 3
rd

.  Touched by player or settles 

in foul territory before passing 1
st 

or 3
rd

. Touches batter in batter’s box. 

  INFIELD FLY – Ball popped up with runners on 1
st  

and 2
nd  

or 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
, and ball 

could be caught with ordinary effort by an infielder.  Batter is out and ball is live.  Runners 
may advance at their own peril.  If the ball is caught, they must tag up.  No infield fly on a 
line drive or a bunt. 

  STRIKE ZONE – The Little League strike zone runs from the top of the knee all the way 

up to the armpits.  It is the width of the plate.  If any part of the ball is in the strike zone, it 
is a strike. Use all of it. 
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3.00 – Game Preliminaries 

Rule 3 is another place where unusual rules are hidden. 
  Players cannot rub mud on baseballs.  Rule 3.02.  Umpires can, but only enough to take 

the sheen off of new baseballs. 
  Rule 3.03 covers substitutions in Majors.  Remember, starters may re-enter the game 

once.  Substitutes cannot.  At the moment the starter leaves the game, he must wait until 
six defensive outs have passed.  He must also wait for his replacement to bat once.  Do 
not confuse this rule with minimum play in Regulation IV. 

  Each new pitcher has to finish a batter before being removed. Rule 3.05. 
  Only players may warm up the pitcher. Rule 3.09. 
  Once the plate umpire takes the home team’s lineup card, the umpire-in-chief shall be the 

sole judge of the field’s fitness for play. Rule 3.10. 
 
4.00 – Starting and Ending the Game 

  Minors uses continuous batting.  Since everyone is in the starting lineup, free substitution 
is allowed.  If a player is injured, he is removed from the lineup.  If he is healed, re re- 
enters in his old spot.   If he is injured on base, he is replaced by the last out of the 
previous inning. Rule 4.04. 

  If during a game a team cannot field nine players, the manager of the other team shall 
choose from the bench someone to re-enter the game. Rule 4.17. 

  Rule 4.19 covers protests.  Judgments cannot be protested.  Rules interpretations may 
be protested before the next pitch or play. 

 
5.00 – Putting the Ball in Play – Live Ball 

Do not forget to put the ball back into play each and every time the ball is dead. 
  In Minors, the half inning ends after five runs are scored OR the team has batted through 

its lineup.  Rule 5.07.  For the last inning, the five-run rule goes away, but the batting 
through the lineup rule DOES NOT. 

 
6.00 – The Batter 

These rules are specific to situations involving the batter. 
  Runners Lane Violation. The last half of the way to first, the batter has to be in the three- 

foot wide lane.  If the batter is out of this lane and interferes with the throw, he is out and 
the ball is dead.  Rule 6.05(j).  There must be a throw.  It must be a quality throw.  The 
throw does not have to hit the batter. 

  Illegal action. Rule 6.06. 
  Batting Out of Turn. Rule 6.07. 

   Protested during problem at bat: no out and proper batter takes over the at bat and 
keeps the count. 

   Protested after hit but before next pitch or play: the proper batter is out, and the batter 
after the proper batter is up. No runs score and all runners go back. 

   After next pitch or play: improper batter is made proper, and next batter is the batter 
after the improper batter. 
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7.00 – The Runner 

Rule 7 covers situations involving the runner and sometimes the batter when he becomes a 
runner. 

  Runner acquires a base when he touches or passes the base. 

  Two runners on a base.  The following (behind) runner is not protected and is out when 
tagged. Rule 7.03. 

  Rule 7.05 covers base awards for balls going out of play.  One from the rubber; two from 
the field.    For ground balls in the  infield, the  award is  from  the time of  the pitch. 
Otherwise, the award is from the time of the throw. 

  Obstruction 

   Type A Obstruction.  Runner obstructed while a play is made on him.  Ball is dead. 
Awarded next base. Rule 7.06(a). 

   Type B Obstruction.  Runner obstructed without a play on him.  Ball is live.  Protect 
runner to base he would have gotten without obstruction. 

  Running out of the baseline. Baseline is established only when there is an attempted tag 
play. Step and a reach. Rule 7.08(a)(1). 

  Runner fails to slide or get around. Rule 7.08(a)(3). 

  Head first slide advancing to a base. Rule 7.08(a)(4) 
  Batter interferes with a play at home.  Less than two outs, the runner is out.  With two 

outs, the batter is out. Rule 7.08(g). 
  Runner is out for passing another runner. Rule 7.08(h). 
  Interference 

   Batter or runner who is out interferes to protect another runner.  Ball is dead.  Runner 
played on is also out. Rule 7.09(e) 

   Runner interferes to break up double play.  Ball is dead.  Runner is out and batter is 
out. Rule 7.09(f) 

   Batter interferes to break up double play. Ball is dead. Batter is out and lead runner is 
out. 7.09(g) 

   Base coach interference. Ball is live and runner is out. Rule 7.09(h). It is OK to touch 
as long as they do not assist. 

   Runner fails to avoid fielder attempting to field a ball, or intentionally interferes with a 
thrown ball. Ball is dead. Runner is out. Batter awarded 1

st
. Rule 7.09(j). 

   Batted ball hits runner that is front of infielder.  Ball is dead and runner is out.  Batter 
awarded 1

st
. 7.09(k). 

  Appeals.  Rule 7.10.  Appeals can only be made when the ball is in play.  It must be an 
unmistakable act, touch of a base or tag of the player, and if necessary, a verbal 
declaration. 

  Batter tagged after overrunning 1
st 

and fails to go straight back to the bag.  Rule 7.10(c). 
  Runner leaving early. Rule 7.13. A runner may not leave his base until the pitch reaches 

the batter. 

   Play made on runner leaving early, and runner is out.  The out stands. Otherwise, call 
time and put all runners back. 

   Ball hit and outs recorded. Outs stand and no additional action taken. 

   Ball hit and no outs recorded. Batter gets his earned base or 1
st 

on an error. Runners 
backed up to their time of pitch base, or if occupied, the next closest base. 

   No runner may score on a bunt or infield hit.   Such runners are not out; they just 
disappear. 

  Special Pinch Runners.  Rule 7.14.  In Majors, once an inning, a player not in the lineup 
may run for a runner on base. The runner may be replaced only once per game. 
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8.00 – The Pitcher 

Rule 8 governs the actions of the pitcher. 
  Warm Up Pitches.  Rule 8.03.  Eight throws or one minute, whichever comes first.  Keep 

the game moving. Warming up is boring. 
  Illegal Pitch.  Rule 8.05.  There are no balks in Little League.  With runners on base, the 

penalty is a ball to the batter. 
  Coach’s Visits.  Rule 8.06.  A pitcher must be replaced after the third visit in an inning or 

fourth in the game for the same pitcher. 
 
Regulation VI also covers the pitcher. 

  Pitchers that pitch 41 or more pitches cannot play catcher the rest of the game. 
  Catchers that catch in any part of four innings may not pitch for the rest of the game. 

Warm-ups between innings do not count. 

 
DEALING WITH TENSE SITUATIONS 

A manager has every right to politely ask for time and talk to the umpire that made a call.  An 
umpire should listen respectfully and keep calm.  If the manager has a point about the rules and 
you are not sure, check with your partner.  If the manager wants to protest your application of the 
rules, accept the protest, tell the scorekeeper, and get the game moving. 

 
Ejection is not the only option. Sometimes, it is a better punishment to ban a recalcitrant coach to 
the dugout. 

 
Manager, Coach and Player Don’ts 

  Cussing – Automatic Ejection 
  Demonstrating – Warn as soon as the demonstrating starts.   If it continues, end the 

conversation. If he follows you, eject him
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Little League 

Pledge 
I TRUST IN GOD 

I LOVE MY COUNTRY AND 

WILL OBEY ITS LAWS I 

WILL PLAY FAIR 

AND STRIVE TO WIN 

BUT WIN OR LOSE 

I WILL ALWAYS 

DO MY BEST 

 

 
 

The Little League 

Parent/Volunteer Pledge 
I will teach all children to play fair and do their best 
I will positively support all managers, coaches and players 

I will respect the decisions of the umpires 

I will praise good effort despite the outcome of the game 
 

 
 
 

From the ranks of youngsters who stand now 

on the morning side of the hill 

will come the leaders, the future strength 

and character of the nation 


